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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42511 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE MIKE WETHERELL 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
000002
Date: 10/10/2014 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 03:23 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 1 Case: CV-PC-2014-12624 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Rayland Brown, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Rayland Brown, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
6/27/2014 NCPC CCBARRSA New Case Filed - Post Conviction Relief District Court Clerk 
CHGA CCBARRSA Judge Change: Administrative Mike Wetherell 
PEAF CCBARRSA Petition and Affidavit for Post-Conviction Relief Mike Wetherell 
MOAF CCBARRSA Motion & Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Mike Wetherell 
Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
MOAF CCBARRSA Motion & Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Mike Wetherell 
Counsel 
CERT CCBARRSA Certificate Of Mailing Mike Wetherell 
6/30/2014 PROS PRWILSVL Prosecutor assigned Jonathan M Medema Mike Wetherell 
7/23/2014 ORDR TCWEGEKE Order Denying Motion for Appointment of Mike Wetherell 
Counsel and Notice of Intent to Dismiss Pursuant 
to IC 19-4906(b) 
7/25/2014 MOTN CCWEEKKG Motion for Summary Dispostition Mike Wetherell 
BREF TCMEREKV Brief In Support Of Motion For Summary Mike Wetherell 
Disposition 
8/4/2014 BREF TCLAFFSD Petitioner's Brief In Response To The Court Mike Wetherell 
Order Pursuant To IC 19-4906(b) 
8/26/2014 ORDR DCOATMAD Order Dismissing Petition Mike Wetherell 
JDMT DCOATMAD Judgment Mike Wetherell 
CDIS DCOATMAD Civil Disposition entered for: State Of Idaho, Mike Wetherell 
Other Party; Brown, Rayland, Subject. Filing 
date: 8/26/2014 
STAT DCOATMAD STATUS CHANGED: Closed Mike Wetherell 
9/10/2014 APSC CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Mike Wetherell 
MOAF CCTHIEBJ Motion & Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Mike Wetherell 
Partial Payment of Court Fees 
MOAF CCTHIEBJ Motion & Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Mike Wetherell 
Counsel 
NOTA TCWEGEKE NOTICE OF APPEAL Mike Wetherell 
9/12/2014 ORDR DCOATMAD Order Appt'g State Appellate Public Defender Mike Wetherell 
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·,, 
\ 
NO WWW\ 0 • ?,O Pl~IUl 
A.M. · P.M.----
JUN 2 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS 
DEPUTY 
·· , · Petitioner 
. . :·~. 
' / . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE '.if,~·Uf Mn. JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
. OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF Al> ... k.. 
I 
vs. 
Petitioner, 
,' ,~ 1 t ,1 \ \ '1 ."' 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 
CV PC 1412624,. 
----
PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
FOR POST CONVICTION 
RELIEF , . 
The Petitioner alleges: 
1. Placeofdetentionifincustody: l:o\o..!x,o, Co~r~c1~,o·nA...\ C'ctn\~( 
2. Name and location of the Court which imposed judgement/sentence: C10tl.~'{ 
~f- 1\:-t>f\- 'fl\\~~ ·rou,\\., ~u.~'tc\ "1~'- t)-,5T~'\O 
3. The case number and the offense or offenses for which sentence was imposed: 
,0 rt'\ - • 'a ~ C1 Ct tO (a) Case Number: C !,., a O ' ·- ,J O ' {), 
(b) Offense Convicted: ·dt>·M'~\t.. b9'~\-\t{'i~Cl,n ~ V<ts.cto(.,~_o..:..f..:..~ 
~---:-.. _.cw\c\ ·- ~ f"~\~"'~··· 
4. The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of sentence: 
a. 
b. 
Date of Sentence: , ~ [~'S / ( ~ 
Tenns of Sentence: q,; .'-!elf\ eJ <: 'ln\w C:t 11 h ~\-~ 
..y~(S vv\~·.f.\~~~~"' "f 'l.C\(S, +\7'-(c_ • 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 1 
Revised: 10/13/05 
000004
3. 5. Check whether a finding of guilty was made after a plea: 
[ ] Of guilty [ ] Of not guilty 
6. Did you appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence? 
¥(Yes [ ]No 
If so, what was the Docket Number of the Appeal? \..\ \ \,\ S ~ 
7. State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post 
conviction relief: (Use additional $beets if necessary.) 
ca) YQ?n\-'to""' <L 0.\\<e.ct ~ YJ~S .\-s:\ 0,\ Cou"'st_\ 
' 
WO\.S \n~\,f.gt,X.\'JQ.. :to< M {YZC,\,£,_oo A\ltL\. ~ 
(b) €i\;,d 'no\·c'o~~t-\: ·~ ~ S ~ ... nttnc~.w~~~k 
w C\.S \ro~ o.sct_c:\ "~~~t. ~e. ,~~ q %\l\Q...~\\,~.~°' 
. 0\~(~5VtV\e..lt'"\\: •. ~~~ d ,8\-"{ ,<:.\:: Cou(~ c\, '"<)Ot ~o\\·o~ 
(c) -fu'L 'Y\<l~ ',t2s,c:t{<l.Q..'/Y\~n\:. A·CottV\SL\/S, ~~,\vt(~ .\-t~ 
\ 
0-bi~~k d:~~ .~~ ·S:~n~~lr,\,C..~ t:,r~o~:~~ 
9fQ.~,\>..c\\ t~ ~e_~\\\.on~,, 
8. Prior to this petition, have you filed with respect to this conviction: 
a. Petitions in State or Federal Court for habeas corpus?_--'-tJ--'-1-~---
b. Any other petitions, motions," or applications in any other court? Ni f ~ 
c. If you answered yes to a orb above, state the name and court in which each 
petition, motion or application was filed: 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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9. If your application is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you, 
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests: 
(a) C::c:::,\il<"'-S~ \'s ~0:,\u.{t. kC on)~t..\ \c, ~Q.. 
6e.."'\.~lf"l~ ~o- '<=\\\o~ h 'f~},b\\ool( ~<) 
(b) h~ v ti O\.v '\ ~v."1 \ (\ Q., O y ~, (o>t-u. ¥\~,\ '::\ <O,'\ 
r \ \ r r o ··r_<' , \' \ _\;\e 
·O\. :t°'-\, r df t (?\,. \.. ~ °'-. S \ 0 CL\-~ e.L"'=\ \Lt~ , n \ ;.~J 
f'' ' \ th ' ,\ ' 'c\ / \ ' (c) .--~~\ \)..( ·~ ,· ~~ 0 ·::::, 0 , ' · , . · ~ .... 
Q.\So SJ,(~1u,c\\c.cLd \ ~~t.\:\\\ c,'O~J ,, 
10. Are you seeking leave to proceed in forma pauperis, that is, requesting the 
proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is "yes", you must fill out a 
Motion to Proceed in Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
[~es [ ]No 
11. Are you requesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your 
answer is ''yes", you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and supporting 
affidavit, as well as a Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
[/ves [ ]No 
12. State specifically the relief you seek: 
'<v!;~\\-\onl.{ ,~ . .sve..c\fu\\\i {'<-c\u~s\s; ~~ »a;~ 
Cc,t_.(.~\: (,R_t..o V"\'b 0 \ c\ ~-~ 1 ~\l.O\, C7\.Q(~Q:,M!~V'\\ i 
\()h'k:\,, ~o..S, \~_(o <V\otln.~ ~ c'x \'o ;~ S k-~~ 
\h ~ :\{~\.t,. \ \ } ·C\ C\:[Q. Q.. (V\ ~v-< \: , 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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13. This Petition may be accompanied by affidavits in support of the petition. (Forms 
for this are available.) 
DATED this 1... '-tday of __ :Jy~u_vt_-e.. ____ ., 20~. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of .At)A... 
) 
) ss 
) 
Petitioner 
. 
~&'fl."'ND 1'\s{s.c,w N ~ being sworn, deposes and says that the party is the 
Petitioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this PETITION FOR POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct o~~ and belief. 
· ~l-\':fM\\\U i~Clw~. 
Petitioner 
T(,{ Q SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this :J_!f day of 
-Jf1d ,, , 201!:f_. 
, .... r .... 
(SEAL) 
JAMES G. QUINN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO otary Public for Idaho ~ / 
Commission expires: 1 0, 2-0 / q 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 4 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
' 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of ______ _,, 20 __, I mailed a 
copy of this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF for the purposes of filing with the 
court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system to the U.S. mail system to: 
____ ;_J..sn=-:._ ...... l\__.._ County Prosecuting Attorney 
··p~.-.·a_w;_Bo~/;20.c· v0, '\~ou,\- s+ 
'£·o\s~ :_\,,\)h\\C> i'1, 1 o·~ 
,(] l, ,I ~ 
·g~'flA~tY·.' .n~ti Whl, 
Petitioner 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 5 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION PETITION 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ~t) ~ 
) 
) ss . 
) 
, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OFF ACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 1 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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. '"' .,. ,,, 
~'{l\~\rcn'lQ.t ,~\t ~C\C?.S c\-vt°'-\ ~Q..~Q.. ~·ctS _g._c\.\..l~ __ .. 
_ V,, o c..ts S.·-~~.01_\9':\.\ ,c:, Y1 , ~ t ~\ ~ \ o ()'Q.,f ~o u.~ *\-~i ~ \\ e'\e.:s -\-h ~\::. 
_ 'Y\i, $) ~\~~. ,~&_ '\--{,S ~-:.~u..-\.~LV')+\,;, ~~l.V\c:~ M~nles 
. . . \ ' · , e...~. -~, ·,.·>--,e_~ ( · o · . · '. ~.\' o; . _ , 
_J\fc.>c -~ \~ ~ ~ ·:s:.- ~~\.-\t,i ct,o,,'f"\S>t\\v.,>t,'\ ~ Yi . 
lAJ~. ~ Jb_cl_*-' _ \[\rc,~O\.+·~'i&, ~~+<L-C -~t,.. t.oJu.,l. _ 
e\·e..'A\. ~\\ -\\::L~ '7')..e.""- c;?). 1C\(,v~1.1v\JLV\\\:- '-urielt.t ~ 
-~~~\st--_, \---(t>~-~-- ;t~ ~"1o~c., {'\ \/'t\, ·r\~ \.. '~u.u... ~ -
0(") __ \a. l ~,_\~Ol~ -~ ~UJ.\; .. -:t-D>t:er~~J \\?S 
. ~u: .~wtCG-n ~ go ~~c_,--m\fe~ ~~ ) __ O ,( ",~-(~~ 
K\;~ \.v(\ \ V). c°\ ~ \..\/f \ 6 ,.e\1 Q~l10 \/'1\ 
~ . t r ' Ac.c._o:Ci~Y::'\ ~ -..\-c-~- -~·u.,Aq-M.·e:n ,e1,1f c..,eJ·~\J .. ,~,(biV"'\ 
~~-t~- '.~ .. (~"'-- ,~n·U..· , · ~ \ \ o-rt~r- \;..;.'fl.CJ., ·c. _ 
-~:S: · -pcg;_:::_5,Q $ 1 _·Qn i . Ca) <?tt i ''* 1 ~l .. ~~~ 
- 'O\..CC,O.f"',· ),·V\,,~ G, < ,· ~(. (e._to'(""c . ·- ~ -f!J \.~I~(_, 
\f\ o\ o +~c\ ~ ·:t c\\.O,..V\tP ~o cl~ ~ \. ·~... b c,. 2, , 
_________ -pg.~ 
Revised 10/24/05 
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,/ 
~0\--~~\e\f\a\ e... "',n ~ ~a~ C.c:,.\J .. '(\\~ • 
I 
_w\~i\<i:.-~ _::~((o ~c.,\s '.¥rJ..: o\,e...-\'enc\,°""'\:~ eJ\\o\\\\=~ g 
c ,O O'.'.\ M\, ~ri\\ k'°"--+e... ~~& Yi1S ·oJ\tC\ ·foQ,\\ ~0\\l 'If\ e\us.;.~"' '~~ 
-~ p?fo c.e..~a\n-Ci\'~ ~c;s\cs~ -\Y). ,\,;~ c\t:&-,tngt 0.:\4..-.~ 
Y'Y\~Ct..'"''.('t""\r'\~"\~\ ' rt_on\+f:·O ·At u,1,\t:'d,tS&Jl::~. CJ 1 '£i,.~JQ.., 
· S~~Ie- "-2"-~~ns~~~:1 ,-ar> ·:tA<>v~ '18'5' ·:as& 
· ,g~~--<f ,~et ""ls~O' ~·,.~ -E:c.t·~eP \9\91,\\ -~, Tu~ ct·~ 1fo~i·$ 
_t.t~t . .\-o ~~ frA\f\' \.,~~\. ~~0, ·_YroY-.\b~ .. :\-.S -~,1;,"A.-~ 
_ 0 {_G,o fiV)(t,¥\\<"\ C\ ~ -:~Jt.fe_~,A,f'-v,,-\. ~WVii ~~ \t\.L 
,~cYss. ~L ··MALI/'\\(?\..\. Cewo...~\~ kc, un ~ct.( S\~. & 
-~t... Vro c..ci..iA\""'°\S +o Co,15u\\.. ·\\A.S,\~ C..ou:><,,St\- 1 
.,A.'°',c! .)r-.o (°' ·SS'i $\. '·,o ~ yr~·?o t°'-.\; .. ,o-V'\ of 'hL~-. _ 
,d\..{~~s·e... £> a-~~'(~Y'"- 'J, 1fY\.\5$oUf\ ~ ~\.\'5 \J.<$ .. \ ~~ 
\':f\ °tS: Z> L.\:. ~9b 90'3 \.:\::3 \... • \l;.d Re& \03 \\ ~ l\Ci."16}1},• r!{@:.\\~ 
'6T .. ,...R o,'b.', ">(\,s O" o, ~ ~ '3,, v. " $., "lt1 5 n., ~ ·i \::). S c.A. · S '1b ')S ~ g 
.. -ad . , .. ··b~ r-. ·,\;·~~\·t.Q... 
Revised 10/24/05 
000011
.• , 
~e.,~_,. C:o\\~"'1\&...V"\ \/ ~ <fha,Nti? S.o,f\. <6:'ol Lt,'S -JR~ 
_-., ·:s \ (\ q °\\:.) , C?\ s\.-\ow/tv'"\v~ ~~ ·~t...\-UG\.\ \n n·t)c...~"~, 
•...v\-:\. ,t-'6 · 'tv:1 Q,,p.,·o $ .\\:-)1~\ '':(' 1Y\l $~a..(;'{\°'-q Cl ~£:- )u&\\ CJL 
-~·\\\ oC..C.U.< \f-~ __ C..,\O\.rCN'\. ,s. 'f'\ro\; V\>-<2..0\,("'~. °"\So S-~ 
\""' ~f{'°'1 ".. c_~·C't\ ~(.,. u.:t:1 u ·-~. "., 2> 4 s ~ C.\9.~e-'> 
_. -$~Y\\\.l~ Vi,, ~ Q..\es,. ·S'f3 U .s, ~~~ '1,~9. (\~~-~J.: 
V-t..~\~ \ OV'l~~ ,C\.\\ e.c:t~S ~(;.\.,\- 'n,s cCo·U.v\1':;:>~t:s· --
_f~\j_CYi,()J \o S '~ .. .\-0:\\~,f~ ~C> 1~t>,j~\ >i-Jt ~ . . 
~t~\.~~. ~<L Ov\A.&. .\-o. \l.~ ~ C..°'-5,~ ~ ~f\ '=\.., 
-rv ,~ j U: ,e\,\ C:Q.. &. -~ e..>t-\ >t-\ o, fiQ.. { • - . 
-~~~ ~ ~ C\£..4,( h~, SL ~·(?\;'.£ ~,v-~\i,, ,aJu.'<\'$ ~\_ 
tNttt:."'-o-\o~) . \;. .. SC\,<; _«;.<"")-tl_~L~\~Q.. )t· __ c ~C£,S~\ 
-~---~~- ,c\~~~n S~, _ 
_________ -pg.___ldr 
Revised 10/24/05 · 
·--------- ·- ---------·-
000012
• l 
'~Cl ~t: ~ (. (.)n '1 \ tl \ o <\ '?. fg t ~,.;\ U(~ • 
= . ' 
1 ~ \Ufi~to f m r· \?o,_£ t- lO'A\l \ C... ¥,,en. '?~o t.~:~\.t(''<.-
1\t\~. -~ ~ ·\ °l W°¥o\ - \ 9- lt'~ \ \. 'Y<'o·~ \ ,c\ .. ~s C\ ·M ~t.h-c{n ,soi 
,b 'l\ W \.it'l.::.\.n ·c:\ ·f 12.\6,e> n C ,o\'"l ,t1 C...\ eA o \- ·C\ (_,r\ff\ t. . 
L.'\ - . \ \ . \\__ \ _'C. (' . •, \ ~ C 
'met:~ ::vY\!OW~<~ v,,s ~0<1\h·G-t\on tA:rCt.-S \,\n .. 
vi~\~.\a-\oV'l Of~ ~<H)~)\u.:\'.il')n 1 -~~-~ 
lC:o\1\\/;c\.-\·oVt ,_ ·-• ~\,cs~\~ b,Q... \[ ~e,C\.\a-l\ ·;\fl-~ · 
~f\\\:~s~\:- \()~ -~\\ LQ._' Of ~c& k CO'("\\)~(,.~\(on ~\s 
_ _ o:~t~:<,s_.'<,_ 'Su\:>~ e_:c_\: \.o, C.o\\. ~\ti C\_\ -(~1 .... ~~°'-c~. ~ . 
. _ .A~ S~t.Y\1 ~ °"c\:: tr11,\flc\D--s '?-~ 'G\'fitLo~A~~zt 
I 
i'fl le.{,~ •c:t-r:i\f, '{Y) ,\ GT (.,c:> C\ ·';)\ j e.r\ A. 6\ (. \ V\ \ VV'\ if:. <O ~ ~ . 
~n.~~Q..t.A\\J~ ~ecss~ <v.\C..;(l Lt.. ~.\- (,0,tt\f\'$,e\ 0,..V'-& 
C\&\t'M'.s ~-p_,\':~ :?Se1~ ,of ,qJ~ ~O\.<; Q,ttt.'(\-e.~ 
\Y'll. v\a \"'-\-\oVl\ \tlf-~ \t..C\_\1\nt.:«.\e-n\~ · ~~ t,,~ ·· 
;n ~ts. R~h .. , ~t\\~~4 ~ S~"'-\-t- \~R. <1J.~Vlc, 
. ) 
~ ~\7, , __ <£;3,6, T. :).J ifu (;, \ Le,,\. At~ 1"\ q ~ ).. . 
J\ 'v re.o..c.~ IQ t <.Q.,,1~ \ito., _ b O\C<\,. <Cl.\ v'l ei.,'1 rtt-m e..vr\: 'b ~ . ~ 
_ '$to_,\.!, __ 'Q~~~~t.-'\s ~. \/0\uV't\-t\r Z n.t.SS ,()\ ~ C\ti\\\t.K' 
_ 'V\ Q:C\, Cl\-"' ! ; S _J~ fl ~°' W\ ,e_n\-cJ,_ '<. \ f O (.. $\a.\-<c '\f, -~ -' 
tc\or~-~ \O~ ~hlC) tC/~o, it,,q,~ ?,~J \\ \l t~\J,tf· ,~t~} 
~ \JO,htK~- ~LL·~~~ \)(@...~ <br~~~~ -~_j\~ .. , 
b~{:~\h C\\'f~~YYU.-nl .~. J.Q.f~V'\~e..V'\'.\. ~~'-\ 'bt. 
C,,.. ~ 
000013
= t~~~\t& ~ s~e.c\\ie, ·,\)t,~o!dlaw·,e;~ -~~ ~ 
___ :Y\·itC\ p q•r,qqi n 0\9,ftQ}(v'li~Klt, .0¥\lk.~ {~~\::0-1\ 
,· \L ', \_,h · _\~r-~1).,--n"'\_ .-\ac..,\.( I'\ }udo.t 
.:"C-1t~·tt1t,~V"\(U\n:9. ··o, C:\ a,,\-\~: ~~ vl_~-~·~, .\~'L Q. ·~ -
Ot' C\. d,2.\eVt,c\~.-.\; JY\.°'-"\-0\.\So. b~ ·~~'~·~\~e.di \ 0 . 
W'\~Jr~w \"~s q\M\\-~ ~\ta,_ ~~G\ ti \-ei >.fict..\,. ,-
. r() 'f'\ Q... \\ ~ (j \ l:\'i C\,c.t..\_ _ _it \.i, a.. f q-tS · "3 \:~k ~ · ' \Z1v.\\n. e..( \of cl 
."\5\ T~\no C;\to 
I 
f:ft3...:_f': Rdl · \\\~ (,Cl:if>.W \"'\<l.S) . __ 
l\; ; S \0 (. W·i'Y'.\ t) ,e_.-,-\, lt ~'~V"l .\h ~ c-\ \o (' (/\.~ '-('; ).._ o 
s+~"'~ ~ ~\~c.. \::;>C\:{~~\n G\.~\tt.~~IA\, \n Ws. 
~.J\\-\(~i~Q\fi\..-~ \~<~) ~&\¥\ °'- (\R..P\f q\_\.,s_& 
Ct>\/\~{ :·e.v\t 'rit~\f\.()_'2-r r·. $\-C\.~Jc ~ I iu~·tJ\c>rc\) 
tdl l~Q\\_0 'C\l~ ~'i3 'f,~·a~ \\\~ ~E;~~l??,'\C\.<lS) __ _ 
LAJ~f~ ~ ~~ffVL& D~ ~-<?\Q_~ ~a..rt:\~1;,vi ctC\f®.:M~\ 
ctfViY\~(~hf Oro\\'-f '$ta1e;J on.~ ~t.orck b'f 
- 00.(c, o~~o,,\.\-orn1<:!fSk\.>ou.{~ ~'ru>u.\.~ ~-bt.f. · __ _ 
_ _ "5?(LC'~"~· \'0.~u'tr1,fl'~ A.-o ~ ~Jc~JrAV'\t ~,:~S\~'o\, ~\--\ ~J 
-~ J~~QY},c\ ~'t be~ ~&..us~v.,&·:£ C\.""-l 'f'.;C\(~ 
-~-~ ~~rMS ~J-~ ~e.Jt~~n Un~ (q:u~ s~o~l 
t7,0t'Or«J'-~ c\.e_{~c!V\.~.\: ~~\ ~c(().~f,~ ~\s 
' . 
- f' d \.- ·~<~_u.V\.j ~ '--\ C'\lft"\ H .. Co'Mf"lJ2.f\•J q,,\ Io n {foM ~ 
? ro SCc_c.. u_~ <f Q.. Sc, -\-o ~ S eo\._.e.,r1 'C.~ A;,G;> \ m'( o>S 12.., . 
'$.\,"'-:\.'<.. v. i~( t'or~ \C> l X cl°"\'K), ~l t\ h C\ ~ p. RJ 
\ \ \ ';)__ \ le\- ~\>? 'cti«; ). . - . •,, ' 
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r r 
r-
\ 
' 
Go,vrc;\\) '$\ O'i'l\ 
- f.e_,~~ \-'.'~cO\A ,e_~ _ fQ,...C\\lQ,.~\-~ ~ Y\,Q..C\.f~\ <\.·'1 (\ 
45 a ~--C-\)o h~ ~m ·C\. '-\ b Q,. {~ l\--<, W, e_dL 
\ . 
.\-=Q ·\7·\...\.~ 0'~.e.:\<i\,&.C2_nL~ \V'°l 'SU.f 1f,o·tt 
. .()~ v-G·? ,O\_ \\ -Q.t\Pl\-\ .o.·n'$ •, 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
Signature of Affiant "-
' ~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED TO before me this}-'f day of fjwnL ,20.l!J. · 
l; 
i., 
;• tary Public for Idaho Of{; /J /7.I 
My Commission Expires: ~J ~ 
AFFIDAVIT OFF ACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - .. ... "7 
Revised: 10/13/05 
000015
"Rh'l iA·N b iqovd \\\., 
Full Name of Party Filing This Document 
$~-El'- ~o. \5 ~ Q. \.\-
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) y;. a~ ·R1,ol)(\:-ro,oit o 
City, State and Zip Code • 
~.t\·\s~ 1:ic, ~:3.1cs1 
Telephone Number 
NO---~~----
A.M. \O ~ ~O F'~----
JUN 2 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~()\~f~\ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF_-')\__,'"""'t:)=-.;..~ ..... ----
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
~~A.,£- 'Ot" }. '\J t\ \\ ~ 
Defendant. 
--· 
__ , 
Case No.: cv PC 1412624·.· .. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of J\'t)t\ ~ ss. 
[ ] Plaintiff [ ] Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court 
fees, and swears under oath 1\'f\\\\ ON\ ~~ ~f~\ t)~'t'\1 
1. This is an action for (type of case) £OR V C> $~ C..o "1,\f\ C.1toN R,p~\ E ~ 
believe I'm entitled to get what I am asking for. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
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2. [ ] I have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. [ ] I have filed this cl aim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
whichever is less. 
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the· average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. . 
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "NIA". Attach additional pages 
if more space is needed for any response. 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: ___ N~)~/A. _______ Other name(s) I have used: __ 'f\l_. _,_/_~----
Address: _________ _,/\[__.{_fA: _________ _ 
How long at that address? __ __.N__._ ..... t/ .;....f\_.__ ____ Phone:_.._M ___ ,...:..(_l>i;_, __ _ 
Date and place of birth: ______________________ ~ 
DEPENDENTS: 
I a~ [ ] single [V1 married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse: _______ __._N _ / _A. ______________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
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.· 
My other dependents (including minor children) are: ------'~--""""' -'-~----------
NIA 
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: =$_'N-'· =f,_A=· ,...___ per [ ] week [ ] month 
Other than my inmate account I have outside money from:-------------
My spouse's income: $ N /_'~--pert ] week [ ] month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
I 
Your 
Address City State 
Legal 
Description 
List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
Cash 
Notes and Receivables 
Vehicles: 
Accounts 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of De osit 
Trust Funds 
Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401 (k)s 
Cash Value Insurance 
Moto_rcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles: Nf (j. 
Furniture/Appliances 
Jewelry/Antiques/Collectibles 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
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.· 
Description (provide description for each item) 
TVs/Stereos/Com uters/Electronics 
Tools/E ui ment 
Sporting Goods/Guns 
Horses/Livestock/Tack 
Other (describe) 
EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses. 
Expense 
Rent/Hou_se Payment 
Vehicle Payment(s) 
Credit Cards: (list each account number) 
Nlt>r 
NIA 
NIA: 
Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan) 
Electricity/Natural Gas 
Water/Sewer/Trash 
Phone 
Groceries 
Clothing 
Auto Fuel 
Auto Maintenance 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons 
Entertainment/Books/Magazines 
Home Insurance 
T\l !A-
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
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ntlA 
N 
Value 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
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Expense 
Auto Insurance rJI~ 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
Life Insurance 
Medical Insurance 
Medical Ex ense 
Other 
&I IA 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
~U/A a:J/4 How much can you borrow?$ ______ ~,__ ___ From whom? __ ...:.,./_V _____ _ 
When did you fife your last income tax return? N, /A Amount of refund: $_N~/_A. __ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided) 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
NIA NIA 
Signatu~ 
R °'Y, ()\,VI._J. '\$ (Q <..JV\ 
Typed or Printed Name 
Jti.-
1 L£ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this~ day 
20t+--. 
~::-- -·-
.,;... JAMES G. INN 
NOTARY PUBLIC f' STATE OF IOAHO 
I. 
' 
,. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
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otary Public for ldah 
Residing at _ __._~.__--,,.>;-+-.,...,,...+-=~....-=-
My Commission expires _.,,_._=-b __ __.__ 
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= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 06/24/2014 = 
Doc No: 105964 Name: BROWN, RAYLAND 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
ICC/UNITE PRES FACIL 
TIER..:.1 CELL-14 
Transaction Dates: 06/24/2013-06/24/2014 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
0.00 446.50 446.70 0.20 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
12/23/2013 HQ0652914-001 950-RE INCARECERAT IBSUSPCHK 
12/23/2013 HQ0652926-001 011-RCPT MO/CC 30817 
12/31/2013 IC0653718-295 099-COMM SPL 
01/09/2014 HQ0654869-016 026-JAIL INCOM DEC PAY 
01/14/2014 IC0655318-266 099-COMM SPL 
01/21/2014 IC0655909-222 099-COMM SPL 
01/21/2014 IC0655909-223 099-COMM SPL 
01/28/2014 IC0656639-204 099-COMM SPL 
02/04/2014 IC0657349-186 099-COMM SPL 
02/04/2014 IC0657349-187 099-COMM SPL 
02/05/2014 HQ0657664-021 026-JAIL INCOM JAN PAY 
02/11/2014 IC0658193-233 099-COMM SPL 
02/18/2014 IC0658731-131 099-COMM SPL 
03/11/2014 HQ0661313-005 026-JAIL INCOM FEB PAY 
03/11/2014 IC0661369-123 099-COMM SPL 
03/11/2014 HQ0661376-022 011-RCPT MO/CC 36496 
03/12/2014 IC0661525-·097 099-COMM SPL 
03/19/2014 IC0662169-246 099-COMM SPL 
03/26/2014 JC0662901-215 099-COMM SPL 
04/02/2014 HQ0663685-031 026-JAIL INCOM MAR PAY 
04/09/201.4 IC0664470-240 099-COMM SPL 
04/29/2014 IC0666199-169 099-COMM SPL 
06/19/2014 HQ0672467-005 011-RCPT MO/CC 43613 
06/24/2014 IC0672947-185 099-COMM SPL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Idaho Department of Correction 
0.00 
300.00 
74.79DB 
10.50 
74.59DB 
10.20DB 
61.14DB 
24.84DB 
10.65DB 
23.45DB 
18.00 
38.13DB 
9.52DB 
34.00 
1.19DB 
40.00 
10.20DB 
37.42DB 
10.87DB 
29.20 
41.14DB 
3.37DB 
15.00 
15.00DB 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and 
correct copy of an instrument as the same now remainr. 
on file and of record in my office. 0 r [ 
WITNESS y hand hereto affixed this :f::'1 
fl~ 
By---~~~__,;;...:;::;;_.;._.:;...;;:;;;;;;~-
iday of 
0.00 
300.00 
225.21 
235.71 
161.12 
150.92 
89.78 
64.94 
54.29 
30.84 
48.84 
10.71 
1.19 
35.19 
34.00 
74.00 
63.80 
26.38 
15.51 
44.71 
3.57 
0.20 
15.20 
0.20 
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Inmate name ~~ 'JS..A-~I) · · £>~t>W ,-S 
IDOC No. '\oS 9 ;'1:4: 
Address f>• C) i- fl· D ~ 1 00 I 'l\ 
~o\$,CL :\D ~3lo't 
Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT couRT OF THE Io o,~ ~ 
N0--~--:-~----\0, ~0 FILED A.M. ~ P.M.----
JUN 2 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS 
DEPUTY 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF J\t;) ·f\. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) CV PC 1412624'' 
) Case No. 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
vs. ) SUPPORT FOR 
(R\\'f )._~Nt) 
~Ro\/0~·, 
) APPOINTMENT OF 
) COUNSEL 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, 'R,t\'f\.1'.'I\.\S), '~9'~'-N~ , Defendant, in the above 
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant's Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for 
Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Defendant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections 
under the direct care, custody and control of Warden i ~"" ~'-\ ~ }-q d ~ ~ 
I 
ofthe~"RVo.<~oo~o\: o\ (on ~t\.\o a 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant 
to properly pursue. Defendant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent 
him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 1 
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3. Defendant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she was unable 
to do it him/herself. 
"4. Other: j)~fV\ ·no\- ~+~·~\O~~ 1,o'\eSS,scr(\c;...\ \O\WQ..( , 
C\\A~ 0...VV\ ~\So 't)ll(l.\fO,:\'("\ ~~ ; n v°'(~\e.~ "'\ "vO~~ 
DA TED this __ day of . · , 20 __ . . 
Defendant 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of i1v ~ 
) 
) ss 
) 
~,J:\.'jJ-A.N.:i) 'BV..c,-wtJ , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
property; 
I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
1 am currently re~iding at the 1cc. / '!_\)Q\(~) ·:tc\°'-~O i)~C\{~ 1\f\e..n\ 
ef Co H e.c.+ \-o n · ·\ i 
under the care, custody and control of Warden i_,O..lr'\.. c\ ':{ \s ct.ct Q S • ; 
I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue 
it's Order granting Defendant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to represent his/her interest, 
or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Defendant is entitled to. 
DATED This 2 t/ day of 
ft-, 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this 2. q day 
0~ 
, 201!1_. 
f L"\ ?- ._ •• ._.. ..- ;,;-
(SEAL) 
; ' I, 
t~ 
l 
' 
JAMES G. QUINN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF 1DAH0 
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.... l 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2. 'lt day of __ :fl_U_lA_~ __ ___, 20-1i_, I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
-----'-~=· · ~i
1
~_ County Prosecuting Attorney 
d,.4~ 
V..P\'fMN.it) £'9-ow ~ 
Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
BROWN RAYLAND, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CV-PC-2014-12624 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I h~ve 
mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the: PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR POST-
CONVICTION RELIEF as notice pursuant to Rule 77 (d) I.R.C.P. to each of the parties or 
attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
(INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL) 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
(COPY IN FILE) 
RAYLAND BROWN# 105964 
1sec - C-POD 1148 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE ID 83707 
Dated: Friday, June 27, 2014 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Court Reference 
1/1 
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'"--
•' ,.
..... ,.. 
./ 
JUL 2 3 2014 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By DIANE OATMAN 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-PC-2014-07839 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO LC.·§ 19-4906(b) 
_______________ ) 
Currently before this Court is Petitioner's motion for the appointment of counsel to 
represent him in his petition for post-conviction relief, filed on June 27, 2014. 
LEGAL STANDARDS 
I. APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL. Idaho Code § 19-4904 provides "a court-
appointed attorney may be made available to the applicant" in a post conviction action. Id. The 
decision whether to grant or deny a request for court-appointed counsel is in the discretion of the 
court. Plant v. State, 143 Idaho 758, 152 P.3d 629 (Ct. App. 2006), citing Charboneau v. State, 
140 Idaho 789, 792, 102 P.3d 1108, 1111 (2004). In analyzing whether a court should appoint 
counsel, a court must consider whether the claims filed by a pro se applicant are conclusory and 
incomplete. See id. at 792-93, 102 P.3d at 1111-12. In this determination, a court must be 
lenient. If an applicant alleges facts that raise the possibility of a valid claim, the district court 
should appoint counsel in order to give the applicant an opportunity to work with counsel and 
properly allege the nece~sary supporting facts. Id. at 793, 102 P.3d at 1112. On the other hand, 
Order Denying Motion for Counsel and Notice of Intent to Dismiss 1 
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if claims are so patently frivolous that they could not be developed into viable claims even with 
the assistance of counsel, the court may decline to appoint counsel. Newman v. State, 140 Idaho' 
491,493, 95 P.3d 642, 644 (Ct. App. 2004). A motion to appoint counsel should receive careful 
consideration prior to any decision on the merits of the petition. Plant at 761, 152 P.3d at 632. 
II. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL. The issue of ineffective assistance of 
counsel is properly raised in a post-conviction setting. See Mathews, 839 P.2d 1215, 1219 
(citing Kraft v. State, 100 Idaho 671,674,603 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1979). To prevail on a claim of 
ineffective assistance, a petitioner must overcome the strong presumption that counsel's 
performance was adequate by demonstrating "that counsel's representation did not meet 
objective standards of competence." Roman, 125 Idaho at 648-49, 873 P.2d at 902-03. 
Claims alleging ineffective assistance of counsel are evaluated under the two-part test set 
forth in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984). Under this test, the 
petitioner must not only demonstrate that counsel's performance was deficient, but must also 
show that the deficient performance was prejudicial. Id., 466 U.S. at 687-88, 104 S.Ct. at 2064-
65. To establish deficient performance, the applicant must prove that counsel's representation 
fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. Id. To prove prejudice, the applicant must 
show there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of 
the proceeding would have been different. Id., at 694; Parrott, 117 Idaho at 274-75, 787 P.2d at 
260-62. This latter "prejudice" requirement focuses on whether counsel's ineffective 
performance impacted the outcome of the case. Hill v. Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 59, 106 S.Ct. 366, 
··370-71 (1985); Griffith v. State, 121 Idaho 371, 825 P.2d 94 (Ct.App.1992). In order to avoid 
summary dismissal, Petitioner must allege sufficient facts under both parts of the test. Martinez 
v. State, 125 Idaho 844, 875 P.2d 941 (Ct. App. 1994). Finally, the Court notes that "[t]here is a 
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strong presumption that trial counsel was competent and that trial tactics were baseh on sound 
legal strategy." Dunlap v. State, 141 Idaho 50, 58-59, 106 P.3d 376, 384-85 (2004). 
BACKGROUND 
This petition for post-conviction relief states a claim for ineffective assistance of counsel 
against Mr. Nicholas Wollen of the Ada County Public Defender's office, in connection with Mr. 
Wollen's representation of the petitioner in Ada County case number CR-FE-2012-0005898. In 
that case, on May 22, 2012, an Indictment was filed accusing Mr. Brown of the felony crime of 
Forcible Sexual Penetration by Use of a Foreign Object (LC. § 18-6608). The case proceeded to 
trial on the indictment, but on the second day of trial (October 23, 2012), the defendant changed 
his plea pursuant to a proposed Rule 11 written plea agreement, and the Court accepted his 
conditional plea of guilty to a single count of Domestic Battery in the Presence of a Child 
(felony, LC. § 18-903, 918(2), 918(4)). Consistent with the agreement, on October 23, 2012, the 
state filed an Information charging the petitioner with the same. 
Pursuant to the petitioner's conditional plea of guilty, sentencing was held on December 
27, 2012, at which time the parties and the Court signed the written Rule 11 plea agreement. In 
relevant part, the agreement called for the state to amend the original charge to the charge of 
domestic battery as set forth above, and to recommend a period of retained jurisdiction, in 
exchange for the defendant's guilty plea to the amended charge. 1 The agreement also called for 
the Court to bind itself to ordering a period of retained jurisdiction. The agreement did not 
purport to bind the parties or the Court with respect to sentencing recommendations or the 
; 
sentence itself. Moreover, the agreement specifically stated that neither the parties nor the Court 
would be bound to any particular course of action after the end of the period of retained 
1 The agreement also calls for the state to dismiss a second count of simple battery, but the Court can find no indication (in either 
the original indictment or in the information filed on October 23, 2012) that either of these charging documents ever contained a 
second count 
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jurisdiction. 
The Court signed the agreement on December 27, 2012, and sentenced the defendant 
pursuant to his guilty plea to a maximum term of twenty years in prison, with the first fifteen 
years fixed. In accordance with the written plea agreement, the Court retained jurisdiction. 
Thereaft.er, at a rider review hearing held on August 29, 2013, the Court relinquished jurisdiction 
and imposed the underlying sentence. The petitioner then filed a motion for reconsideration of 
sentence pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, and a direct appeal of the sentence. On November 
6, 2013, the Court granted the motion for reconsideration and reduced the sentence to an 
' 
aggregate term of twenty years, with the first eleven years fixed. On July 15, 2014, the Court 
received the remittitur of the Idaho Supreme Court following its unpublished decision affirming 
the Court's decision to relinquish jurisdiction and its decision with regard to the petitioner's Rule 
35 motion. 
For his petition, Mr. Brown claims that Mr. Wollen provided ineffective assistance of 
counsel because he failed to object to the sentence on the ground that the Court violated the 
written plea agreement. Although the petitioner did not specify the nature of the alleged breach 
of the agreement in his petition, in his affidavit he alleges some incongruity in the fact that he 
was sentenced for violation of a different section of the Idaho Code than that for which he was 
indicted. 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
As presently constituted, this petition does not state any claim that could be developed 
into viability even with the assistance of counsel, and the Court will therefore not appoint 
counsel at this time. This conclusion follows from the fact that the written plea agreement is 
contained in the record, and the record conclusively rebuts the petitioner's contention that it was 
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breached by the Court (or by the state) such that Mr. Wollen had an obligation to raise that issue 
at sentencing or at any time prior to sentencing. To the contrary, the record in the underlying 
criminal case2 shows that the state fulfilled its commitments by amending the charge as set forth 
in the agreement3 and, following the petitioner's plea of guilty, by joining the petitioner in 
requesting a period of retained jurisdiction. The record further reveals that the Court fulfilled its 
obligations under the plea agreement by retaining jurisdiction. As noted above, the plea 
agreement explicitly provided that the Court would not be obligated to place the petitioner on 
probation following the retained jurisdiction period, and could instead relinquish jurisdiction, 
and the state was free to argue for either outcome. Moreover, the plea agreement places no 
restrictions on the sentencing recommendations that could be given or the sentence that could be 
imposed. 
Because there was no breach of the plea agreement by the Court as alleged, or (for that 
matter) by Mr. Wollen or by the prosecutor, Mr. Wollen had no basis to object on that ground, 
and did not provide ineffective assistance to the petitioner as alleged. In short, based upon the 
./' 
record already available to the Court, the petitioner's claim is plainly frivolous, and he is not • / 
entitled to representation at the public's expense. 
The Court further finds that as presently constituted, this petition raises no genuine issues 
of material fact and this Court is satisfied that the petitioner "is not entitled to post-conviction 
relief and no purpose would be served by any further proceedings." LC. § 19-4906(b). 
Accordingly, the petitioner has twenty (20) days to supply a brief or further supporting affidavit 
explaining specifically how the Court breached the plea agreement. in light of the Court's review 
2 The Court takes judicial notice of the following documents filed in Ada County Case Number CR-FE-2012-0005898: 1) the 
Indictment filed on May 22, 2012; 2) the Information filed on October 23, 2012; 3) the written Rule 11 plea agreement filed on 
December 27, 2012; 4) the Judgment of Conviction and Order Retaining Jurisdiction filed on December 28, 2012; and 4) the 
Order Relinquishing Jurisdiction and Commitment filed on September 3, 2013. 
3 Of course, this is the reason the defendant was sentenced for violating a different section, or sections, of the Idaho Code than 
that set forth in the original indictment. 
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of the record in the underlying criminal case. Any materials submitted should be addressed to 
the und~rlined topic; the Court will not consider any new claims, as no motion to amend the 
petition has been filed. Upon timely receipt of this responsive material, the Court will reconsider 
the issue of appointing counsel and whether the petition should be dismissed. If no responsive 
material. is timely received, the Court will dismiss the petition without further notice. 
~rJ 
SO ORDERED AND DATED this~ day of July, 2014. 
Order Denying Motion for Counsel and Notice of Intent to Dismiss 6 
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I hereby 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
certify that on this~y of July, 2014, 
I mailed(served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
RAYLAND BROWN 
IDOC NO. 105964 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE, ID 83707 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
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..... _ ·- _. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
ISB Number: 5623 
200 W. Front Street, Rm. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702-5954 
Phone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-PC-2014-12624 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Jonathan Medema, and does hereby 
move for summary disposition of Rayland Brown's petition for post-conviction relief pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 19-4906( c) on the general basis that, in light of the pleadings and the record of the 
underlying criminal case, the petition fails to produce admissible evidence of facts which, if true, 
would entitle petitioner to relief. 
Brown's ineffective assistance of counsel claims fails to aver facts which, if true, would 
entitle him to relief. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION - 1 
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.., f ... 
The specific grounds for dismissal of each of Brown's allegations are as set forth in the 
Brief in Support of the State's Motion for Summary Disposition. The Brief in Support is 
incorporated herein. 
cP 
DATED this $3 day of July 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
a 
eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25-t"' day of July 2014, I caused to be served, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Summary Disposition upon the individual(s) named 
below in the manner noted: 
Name and address: Rayland Brown IDOC N0.105964, P.O.Box 70010, Boise, ID 83707 
V By depositing copies of the· same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
* By Hand Delivering said document to defense counsel. 
* By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
* By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
* By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jonathan M. Medema 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
ISB Number: 5623 
200 W. Front Street, Rm. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Phone: (208) 287-7700 
NO·----;m;r--+_./,;_,,.,..,c.._ 
A.M._, --Fll.il)J.,PM., ~ : 
JlJk:. 2 6 2014 
S~AISJ~.1 Qf8m 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-PC-2014-12624 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Jonathan Medema, and does hereby 
provide this brief in support of the State's Motion for Summary Disposition of Rayland Brown 
for post-conviction relief pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-4906( c ). 
I. Procedural History 
Mr. Brown pleaded guilty to Domestic Battery in the presence of a Child in violation of 
Idaho Code §18-903, 18-918(2) and 18-918(4) in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2012-0005898. 
Mr. Brown pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement that was partially binding on the Court under 
Rule 11 (f)(C), I.C.R. Under the terms of the plea agreement, the Court could choose to impose 
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any sentence up to the maximum allowed by law, but the Court was required to retain 
jurisdiction for the first 365 days of any sentence imposed. The plea agreement did not require 
the Court to take any action to suspend the sentence within the period of retained jurisdiction, it 
simply required the Court to retain the jurisdiction to suspend that sentence during the first year 
of any sentence imposed. 
Consistent with the terms of the plea agreement, the Court imposed a term of 20 years 
with 15 determinate, but retained jurisdiction. The Idaho Department of Corrections placed Mr. 
Brown in a retained jurisdiction program and, at the completion of the program, provided the 
Court with a report on Mr. Brown's participation and performance in that program. The Court 
conducted a hearing on the issue of whether or not to relinquish jurisdiction. After the hearing, 
the Court relinquished jurisdiction. Mr. Brown filed a motion to reduce his sentence pursuant to 
Idaho Criminal Rule 35. The Court granted the motion reducing the determinate portion of Mr. 
Brown's sentence to 11 years. 
Mr. Brown appealed from the Court's decision to relinquish jurisdiction. The Idaho Court 
of Appeals affirmed that decision in an unpublished opinion. State v. Brown, 2014 Unpublished 
Opinion no. 548 (Ct. App. June 4, 2014). 
II. Argument 
Mr. Brown now files an application for post-conviction relief. Mr. Brown's sole claim in his 
petition is that his trial counsel was constitutionally ineffective for "failing to object to the 
sentence which was imposed. Because there was a Rule 11 plea agreement. But the District 
Court did not follow the plea agreement." (Pet. Post. Conv. Relief. P.2). 
An application for post-conviction relief under the Uniform Post Conviction Procedure Act 
(UPCPA) is civil in nature. Stuart v. State, 136 Idaho 490,495, 36 P.3d 1278, 1282 (2001). Like 
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a plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant for post-conviction relief must prove by a 
preponderance of evidence the allegations upon which the application for post-conviction relief 
is based. Grube v. State, 134 Idaho 24, 995 P .2d 794 (2000). Unlike the complaint in an ordinary 
civil action, however, an application for post-conviction relief must contain more than "a short 
and plain statement of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). 
Rather, an application for post-conviction relief must be verified with respect to facts within the 
personal knowledge of the applicant. LC. § 19-4903. 
To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must demonstrate 
both that (a) his counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness and 
(b) there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, the result of the proceedings 
would have been different. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687-88 (1984); LaBelle v. 
State, 130 Idaho 115, 118, 937 P.2d 427,430 (Ct. App. 1997). "Because of the distorting effects 
of hindsight in reconstructing the circumstances of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a 
strong presumption that counsel's performance was within the wide range of reasonable 
professional assistance -- that is, 'sound trial strategy."' Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401,406, 775 
P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct. App. 1989) (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689-90); Aragon v. State, 114 
Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1988). A petitioner must overcome a strong presumption 
that counsel "rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of 
reasonable professional judgment" to establish that counsel's performance was "outside the wide 
range of professionally competent assistance." Claibourne v. Lewis, 64 F.3d 1373, 1377 (9th 
Cir.1995) ( quoting, Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690). 
Thus, the first element - deficient performance - "requires a showing that counsel made 
errors so serious that counsel was not functioning as the 'counsel' guaranteed the defendant by 
the Sixth Amendment." Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687, 104 S. Ct. at 2064, 80 L. Ed. 2d at 693. 
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The second element - prejudice - requires a showing that counsel's deficient performance 
actually had an adverse effect on his defense; i.e., but for counsel's deficient performance, there 
was a reasonable probability the outcome of the proceeding would have been different. 
Strickland, 466 U.S. at 693; Cowger v. State, 132 Idaho 681, 685, 978 P.2d 241, 244 (Ct. App. 
1999). 
Mr. Brown has alleged only that his counsel failed to object to the sentence imposed because 
there was a Rule 11 plea agreement and, according to Brown's petition, the Court did not follow 
that agreement1• This Court must dismiss Brown's petition because he has failed to show his 
counsel's performance was constitutionally deficient and he has failed to show that, absent 
counsel's alleged error, the outcome of the proceeding would have been any different. Brown's 
claim that the Court violated the plea agreement is also disproved by the record in the underlying 
criminal case. 
Brown plead guilty pursuant to a plea agreement which was binding upon the Court in only 
one respect - the Court was required, if it imposed a prison sentence, to retain jurisdiction over 
Brown for the first year of that sentence. Under the plea agreement the parties were free to 
request any sentence up to the maximum allowed by law. Similarly the Court was free to impose 
any sentence up to the maximum allowed by law. The Court was only required to retain 
jurisdiction. The Court did so. 
Brown's apparent complaint is that the Court chose to impose a sentence that contained a 
significantly greater determinate portion than that recommended by the State at sentencing. 
However, under the plea agreement, the Court was clearly free to do so. Brown does not identify 
1 Brown's petition contains a number of conclusory statements of law such as "petitioner alleges that there was a 
due process violation," (Affidavit p. 2); "due process ... prohibits trying or conviction a defendant while he lacks the 
mental capacity to understand the proceedings," (Affidavit p.3), and "a breach of the plea agreement by the State 
affects the voluntariness of the guilty plea." (Affidavit p 5). However, Brown never claims that he in fact lacked 
mental capacity at any time, he does not claim that the State breached the plea agreement in any way and he 
identifies no violation of his due process rights, other than to say his attorney failed to object to the sentence 
imposed. Thus, Brown's citations to various statements of law do not appear to constitute additional claims for 
relief, even interpreting his prose petition broadly. 
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the basis on which his counsel should have objected to the Court's determination of an 
appropriate sentence. Similarly, Brown fails to identify how any objection would have affected 
the Court's decision as to what sentence to impose. Brown has failed to allege facts that would 
entitle him to relief. To the extent that Brown believed the sentence was unreasonable, his trial 
counsel did assist Brown in filing a motion to reduce his sentence which was granted. Also, trial 
counsel · assisted Brown in filing a timely appeal during which Brown challenged both the 
sentence imposed and the Court's decision to relinquish jurisdiction. Brown fails to identify what 
more his trial counsel could have done. This Court should dismiss his petition for relief. 
The State believes Brown's claim for ineffective assistance of counsel is based on his 
counsel's failure to object to the sentence imposed. That is what the petition says. However, to 
the extent one may read Brown's petition to complain about his counsel's actions at the 
jurisdictional review hearing, his claim must also fail. 
Under the plea agreement, at the end of the period of retained jurisdiction, each party was 
free to argue whether the court should relinquish jurisdiction. Similarly, the Court was free to 
relinquish jurisdiction or suspend the sentence in its discretion. Counsel for Mr. Brown argued 
that the Court should exercise its jurisdiction and place Mr. Brown on probation. Mr. Brown has 
failed to identify in his petition any failure of his counsel in this regard. This Court must dismiss 
Brown's petition for post-conviction relief. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Brown's ineffective assistance of counsel claims fail to raise a genuine issue of material fact 
regarding both deficient performance and resulting prejudice. The state is therefore entitled to 
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summary disposition pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-4906( c ). 
The state requests that this court grant the state's Motion for Summary Disposition. 
rt? 
DATED this _;l.~ day of July 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2 ~ day of July 2014, I caused to be served, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Disposition upon the 
individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Name and address: Rayland Brown IDOC N0.105964, P.O.Box 70010, Boise, ID 83707 
* By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
* By Hand Delivering said document to defense counsel. 
* By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
* By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
* By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
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AUG 2 6 2014 
0HR1SToPHS1 D. 8i!~·~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-PC-2011~ 
ORDER DISMISSING PETITION 
PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-4906(b) 
_______________ ) 
Currently before this Court is Petitioner's response to the Court's July 23, 2014 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss the petition pursuant to § 19-4906(b), Idaho Code. Petitioner 
filed his response on August 4, 2014, within the twenty-day time limit provided in the notice 
and required by law. Accordingly, the viability of the petition is ripe for decision. 
LEGAL ST AND ARDS 
I. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL. The issue of ineffective assistance 
of counsel is properly raised in a post-conviction setting. See Mathews, 839 P.2d 1215, 1219 
(citing Kraft v. State, 100 Idaho 671, 674, 603 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1979). To prevail on a claim of 
ineffective assistance, a petitioner must overcome the strong presumption that counsel's 
performance was adequate by demonstrating "that counsel's representation did not meet 
objective standards of competence." Roman, 125 Idaho at 648-49, 873 P.2d at 902-03. 
Claims alleging ineffective assistance of counsel are evaluated under the two-part test set 
forth in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984). Under this test, the 
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petitioner must not only demonstrate that counsel's performance was deficient, but must also 
show that the deficient performance was prejudicial. Id., 466 U.S. at 687-88, 104 S.Ct. at 2064-
65. To establish deficient performance, the applicant must prove that counsel's representation 
fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. Id. To prove prejudice, the applicant must 
show there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of 
the proc~eding would have been different. Id., at 694; Parrott, 117 Idaho at 274-75, 787 P.2d at 
260-62. This latter "prejudice" requirement focuses on whether counsel's ineffective 
performance impacted the outcome of the case. Hill v. Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 59, 106 S.Ct. 366, 
370-71 (1985); Griffith v. State, 121 Idaho 371, 825 P.2d 94 (Ct.App.1992). In order to avoid 
summary dismissal, Petitioner must allege sufficient facts under both parts of the test. Martinez 
v. State, 125 Idaho 844, 875 P.2d 941 (Ct. App. 1994). Finally, the Court notes that "[t]here is a 
strong presumption that trial counsel was competent and that trial tactics were based on sound 
legal strategy." Dunlap v. State, 141 Idaho 50, 58-59, 106 P.3d 376, 384-85 (2004). 
BACKGROUND 
This petition for post-conviction relief states a claim for ineffective assistance of counsel 
against Mr. Nicholas Wollen of the Ada County Public Defender's office, in connection with Mr. 
Wollen's representation of the petitioner in Ada County case number CR-FE-2012-0005898. In 
that case, on May 22, 2012, an Indictment was filed accusing Mr. Brown of the felony crime of 
Forcible Sexual Penetration by Use of a Foreign Object (LC. § 18-6608). The case proceeded to 
trial on the indictment, but on the second day of trial (October 23, 2012), the defendant changed 
his plea pursuant to a proposed Rule 11 written plea agreement, and the Court (Judge Darla 
Williamson then presiding) accepted his conditional plea of guilty to a single count of Domestic 
Battery in the Presence of a Child (felony, LC. § 18-903, 918(2), 918(4)). Consistent with the 
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agreement, on October 23, 2012, the stat~ filed an Information charging the petitioner with the 
same. 
Pursuant to the petitioner's conditional plea of guilty, sentencing was held on December 
27, 2012, at which time the parties and the Court signed the written Rule 11 plea agreement. In 
relevant part, the agreement called for the state to amend the original charge to the charge of 
domestic battery as set forth above, and to recommend a period of retained jurisdiction, in 
exchange for the defendant's guilty plea to the amended charge. The agreement also called for 
the Court to bind itself to ordering a period of retained jurisdiction. The agreement did not 
purport to bind the parties or the Court with respect to sentencing recommendations or the 
sentence itself. Moreover, the agreement specifically stated that neither the parties nor the Court 
would be bound to any particular course of action after the end of the period of retained 
jurisdiction. 
The Court signed the agreement on December 27, 2012, and sentenced the defendant 
pursuant to his guilty plea to a maximum term of twenty years in prison, with the first fifteen 
years fixed. In accordance with the written plea agreement, the Court retained jurisdiction. 
Thereafter, at a rider review hearing held on August 29, 2013, the Court relinquished jurisdiction 
and imposed the underlying sentence. The petitioner then filed a motion for reconsideration of 
sentence pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, and a direct appeal of the sentence. On November 
6, 2013, the Court granted the motion for reconsideration and reduced the sentence to an 
aggregate term of twenty years, with the first eleven years fixed. On July 15, 2014, the Court 
received the remittitur of the Idaho Supreme Court following its unpublished decision affirming 
the Court's decision to relinquish jurisdiction and its decision with regard to the petitioner's Rule 
35 motion. 
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For his petition, Mr. Brown claims that Mr. Wollen provided ineffective assistance of 
counsel because he failed to object to the sentence on the ground that the Court violated the 
written plea agreement. Although the petitioner did not specify the nature of the alleged breach 
of the agreement in his petition, in his affidavit he alleges some incongruity in the fact that he 
was sentenced for violation of a different section of the Idaho Code than that for which he was 
indicted. In his response to the Court's notice of intent to dismiss, Mr. Brown for the first time 
makes the specific claim that Mr. Wollen told him that as a result of the plea agreement in the 
criminal case, he would be placed on probation. 
Thus, reading the pleadings in the light most favorable to the petitioner, the claim of 
ineffective assistance of counsel takes two forms: 1) Mr. Wollen provided ineffective assistance 
by failing to properly advise ( or by affirmatively misadvising) Mr. Brown as to the terms of the 
plea agreement, specifically as to what would occur after the period of retained jurisdiction came 
to an end; and 2) Mr. Wollen provided ineffective assistance of counsel by failing to object (on 
the day of the rider review hearing, August 29, 2013) to a purported breach of the plea agreement 
by the Court, consisting of the Court's decision to relinquish jurisdiction rather than place the 
defendant on probation. 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
In its notice of intent to dismiss, the Court reviewed the record in ~e underlying criminal 
case and concluded that the ineffective assistance of counsel claim, as originally submitted, did 
not justify further proceedings in light of the fact that the Court unquestionably adhered to the 
terms of the written plea agreement, and hence there was no basis for any objection by Mr. 
Wollen when the Court relinquished jurisdiction. Mr. Brown's response to the Court's notice 
does not address this finding, as he provided no argument or evidence showing that the Court in 
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fact breached the plea agreement. Thus, the claim as originally submitted must be dismissed. 
As noted above, in his responsive brief, Mr. Brown argued for the first time that Mr. 
Wollen informed him that "the plea agreement included Probation[.]" While the Court is 
sometimes required to take testimony or receive other evidence when a claim of ineffective 
assistance of counsel is based upon alleged statements or conduct of counsel that cannot be 
proved or disproved from the record, this is not such a case. Even assuming Mr. Wollen advised 
the petitioner at some point that he should expect to be placed on probation following his rider, 
any such misconception could not have survived the petitioner signing the written plea 
agreement filed of record on December 27, 2012, in the underlying case. Specifically, paragraph 
six of the agreement states "[a]t the end of the period ofretainedjurisdiction, each party is free to 
argue whether the court should exercise or relinquish jurisdiction," and paragraph seven states 
"[a]t the end of the period of retained jurisdiction, the court would be free to exercise or 
relinquish jurisdiction in its discretion." The Court has also reviewed the recorded audio of the 
change-?f-plea hearing held on October 23, 2012, and would be remiss if it did not point out that 
the presiding Judge at that hearing, Judge Darla Williamson, specifically advised the defendant 
in open court concerning the purpose and particulars of the retained jurisdiction program, and 
(most importantly) advised him that the plea agreement did not guarantee him probation. Mr. 
Brown acknowledged his understanding of these particular facts in open court on that date, and 
the plea agreement he later signed is fully consistent with Judge Williamson's characterization of 
the agreement, as well as the characterization of the agreement put forth by both counsel. 
In short, even assuming that at some point Mr. Wollen was professionally negligent by 
advising Mr. Brown that the plea agreement would or did contain a guarantee of probation, ~-
Brown could not ( even with the assistance of counsel) show the required prejudice under 
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Strickland where he was advised to the contrary in open court on October 23, 2012, and when he 
signed a written Rule 11 plea agreement containing terms explicitly leaving the issue of 
probation to the discretion of this Court. For this reason, the Court is satisfied that the petitioner 
is not ~ntitled to post-conviction relief and no purpose would be served by any further 
proceedings. LC. § 19-4906(b). Accordingly, the petition is DISMISSED. The Court will enter 
a separate, final judgment reflecting this result. 
' "~ SO ORDERED AND DATED this%:___ day of August, 2014. 
r 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this day of August, 2014, 
I mailed(served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
RAYLAND BROWN 
IDOC NO. 105964 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE, ID 83707 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
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Clerk of the District Court 
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RAYLAND BROWN 
IDOC NO. 105964 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE, ID 83707 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
JUDGMENT 2 
Christopher Rich 
Clerk of the District Court 
By~~a:=? 
Deputy Court Clerk 
•. 
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NO. rbii Y':' - ~ A,M ___ _.P.M.~~ II 
AUG 2 6 2014 
QR&TOPHER D. RICH, CfMS 
By OWE OA"ft,A.@f 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
, 2.loZLf 
Case No. CV-PC-2014-0783~ 
Petitioner, 
JUDGMENT 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
_____________ ) 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1) The petition is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED this Ay of August, 2014. ? 
~~ ~~ 
District Judge 
~ ruDGMENTI 
000067
.~ .. 
J 
!~ 
t_ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 6l.~ of August, 2014, 
I mailed(served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
RAYLAND BROWN 
IDOC NO. 105964 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE, ID 83707 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
JUDGMENT 2 
Christopher Rich 
Clerk of the District Court 
ByUe~~ Gf;i;a=? 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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Inmate Name V,f\\\\ \..MJO BR o \'\i 'I\\ 
IDOC No\ l\5Cf &4 - l':5 (t. 
Address <--£0.·l> n\.tS 'f.e. f,o'l(_ 
l(t),O\,~ 'P,G\';,~ '1'.j) j~]OJ 
Appellant 
FIi.ED 
,..P.M...:., ---
SiP 1 a 2014 
OMFilSTOPHER O. FtlON Cl rk 
By JAMIE MAA'rlN ' 8 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE \ ~() UR{\:\:_' __ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
- -:: . OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1 • r-f'\\x: l\,t;;>./\ . COUNTY 
Petitioner-Appel !ant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
•• 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
' 'Z lD '2.J.t 
CASE NQ. C~-fC..-'6-M)t- ~lSu<t 
S.C. DOCKET NO. 
---
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Post Conviction 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE· OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, STATE OF IDAHO, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
.. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the entered in the above-entitled action on the 
A\:Jl.g,us\~~~DATE), the HonorableM,'!(:.E~J::1"tt:~~~ruNAME OF JUDGE) presiding. 
_, -
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule l l(c)(l-10), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then intends 
to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
• 
appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page I 
Revised: I 0/17/05 • 
-
-
' 
' 
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(a) Did the district court err in dismissing the appellant's Petition for Post . 
Conviction Relief? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record that is 
sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. · The appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript 
as defined in I.A.R. 25(a). The appellant also requests the preparation of the following 
portions of the reporter's transcript: 
(a) The Status Hearing held on::. i-.1/A (DATE OF HEARING); and 
(b) The Evidentiary Hearing held on NIA (DA TE OF HEARING). 
6. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). 
The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, in 
addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Any briefs or memorandums, filed or lodged, by the state, the appellate, or 
the court in support of, or in opposition to, the dismissal of the Post Conviction 
Petition; 
(b) Any motions or responses, including all attachments, affidavits or copies 
of transcripts, filed or lodged by the state, appellant or the court in support of, or 
in opposition to, the dismissal of the Post Conviction Petition; and 
(c) (ANY ITEMS FROM THE UNDERLYING CRIMINAL CASE OF 
WHICH THE COURT TAKES JUDICIAL NOTICE NOTE: UNLESS 
SPECIFICALLY ASKED FOR, THE PORTIONS OF THE 
UNDERLYING RECORD WHICH THE DISTRICT COURT TOOK 
JUDICIAL NOTICE OF WON'T BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD.) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
Revised: 10/17/05 
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r \ , 
(\) W\'n~i ~d\s\r\cl Cau<\ ~H~~ \C"\ ,c\\sm\ss·\~r<\ 
''J\l.\(tn>~'l""IS t\o..\tv'\ o~ \V\\&'.t\ftt.\\\J~ c:\•SS.\s\C\.ntlL Clf 
C\,Q.Vi\S~\ C~') ~)~~ll.•( (v\( i,r~vun's ~\Q\,\·f).r-~,n~~ 
0~;A~~J..M.\flV\o\ if~ ~ u.o\\~~ <;\-g,\,~c; C.ons\\~~~\OV\ 
7. r certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. ([daho Code§§ 
31-3220, 3 l-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal 
case ([daho Code §§ 31-3220, 3 J-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with A d..O\. (NAME OF 
COUNTY) County who will be responsible for paying for the reporter's 
transcript, as the client is indigent, [daho Code §§ 31-3220, 3 I-3220A, 
I.A.R. 24( e ); 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to 1.A.R 20. 
DATEDthis~dayof s~Pr ,20~. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
Revised: I 0/17/05 
Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_§__ day of ~ef-(' , 20li, I mailed a 
true and correct copy of the attached NOTI'CE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the United States mail system, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-00 I 0 
/lJq' ;-., . County Prosecuting Attorney 
~'ktot.1,NJ' .. { t.o\l.RDtousE: airn vv ~ .' 
:fR~ $ ·~i;&\ '.B1ii5tc:II>iiiiWI\ .¥»JCS;>., 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
Revised: I 0/17/05 
~~ Signatur. 
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'Full Name of Party Filing Document 
~ H) '5'9 ol.t-1-SCf_ - LSo ~ \\ ~·'!> -
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) 
\?~ 't\ ~ ·i, o~ 1 o o.,o i D \5,~ 
City, State and Zip Code 
r~) X t) ~ \-\\) ci; 3 1 QI 
Telephone 
NO= 'I AM._ I. FILED ..,P.M, ___ _ 
SEP 1 O 2014 
Ql=ffillfiJPHSR 0. RICH, Clerk 
8y JAMIE MARTIN 
DEPln'V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE _.'t_~uX\_\\'---_ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ..... A .... D...aA.....--____ _ 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Defendant. 
• '2.. iP 'Z. Li 
Case No. C:'(1-~ c...-a~ , \..\ . ~1 %3S\ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affid.avit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
D Plaintiff D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees, 
and swears under oath 
j 
1. This is an action for (type of case) N l\\\ Ct 1(:)f J\'V'.f ~t\ \__?as\ (,o<"\..r\c.\h'I'\. 
believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for. 
2. D I have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
I 
statemen~ of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of ,the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
whichever is less. 
... 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGE 1 
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.. 
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account.or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I v~rify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "NIA". Attach additional pages if more space is 
needed for any response.) 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: '}?.~'l:J--A\lb\ ~·Row~ Other name(s) I have used: __ N""". ·...,_1. ...... ~.__ ___ _ 
Address: T.SC..C -C-'~o ~.--\ \ \_\,\5 ~"~ · ¥>l)',<, 10~\.() ~o\st-!l;D ·'B~'l.0'1 
How long at that address?~A l..~AS"\ '.'.'}'N1; "f.eA.~S Phone:_.,_,N...,_/.:..;A.__ ____ _ 
Year and place of birth: _______________________ _ 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am ffsingle D married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse: _ __,N .... / .;:;/\ ______________________ _ 
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to identify children) are: N (b, 
INCOME:· 
Amount of .my income: $ TJ/f:\ per D week D month 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGE2 
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;. 
Other than my inmate account I have ~utside money from: ------------
My spouse's income: $ N1A, per D week D month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your 
Address 
·N/br · 
City State 
Legal 
Description 
List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
Value 
Cash ________________________ _ 
Notes and Receivables 
-------------------
Ve hi c I es 
---------------------------
Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts __________ _ 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of Deposit ___________ _ 
Trust Funds 
-----------------------
Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401 (k)s ______________ _ 
Cash Value Insurance __________________ _ 
Motorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles _____________ _ 
Furniture/Appliances ___________________ _ 
Jewelry/Antiques/Collectibles ________________ _ 
Description (provide description for each item) 
TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics ______________ _ 
Tools/Equipment. ____________________ _ 
Sporting Goods/Guns ___________________ _ 
Horses/Livestock/Tack 
·-------------------
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
Equity 
Value 
,JJ.A 
NII\ 
/)./ IA j 
tJ/A 
tJ I" 
Al IA 
.AILA 
/\(IA 
Af LA 
,J 1~ 
I\FIA 
tJI~ 
NI A 
fJ/p.. 
AIIA 
PAGE3 
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• 
Other (describe) ______________________ _ 
A//A 
EXPENSES: (List all of your monthly expenses.) 
Expense. 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
Rent/House Payment ___________________ _ 
Vehicle Payment(s) ___________________ _ 
Credit Cards (List last four digits of each account number.) 
Loans (name of lender and reason for loan) 
Electricity/Natural Gas ___________________ _ 
Water/Sewer/Trash ____________________ _ 
Phone 
-------------------------
Groceries 
------------------------
Clothing ________________________ _ 
Auto Fuel 
------------------------
Auto Maintenance ____________________ _ 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons 
------------------
Entertainment/ 8 o o ks/Mag a z in es ________________ _ 
Home Insurance _____________________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
Al/A 
NIA 
I 
NIA 
WIA 
NIJ\ 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
!JI" A/ II\ 
NI" 
NIA 
PAGE4 
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Expense 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
Auto Insurance 
----------------------
Life Insurance 
----------------------
Medical Insurance 
---------------------
Medical Expense ____________________ _ 
Other 
-------------------------
MISCELLANEOUS: 
ALIA 4 .. 
AIIA 
JIA 
A/f4 
How much can you borrow? $ __ A ___ /_~ ..... £\ _____ From whom? _ ___,_,h .... //'-11=-------
When did you file your last income tax return? _w;........·fi_A __ Amount of refund: $_1J_1/_A __ _ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.) 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
Typed/printed \ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Ai,.. ) ss. County of ' uA ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me on this 125.. day of f:ep'ff: /IYI h 0f'. 20 I t{ 
~r..,·-
c-;-.: JAMES G. QUINN f., NOTARY PUBLIC 
:,· ~ STATE OF IDAHO ;,,,i;, ........................... _9"' 
,cP~ 
Residing at /\ 
otary Public for ldt°/ I;. 
Commission exp';res • ~PIM I '1 
I 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
PAGES 
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'~ -E C 1: i v e o 
SEP 1 ·o 201~ 
Ada County Clerk 
Inmate name ~8).tl.ANO BRo w 1\1 
IDOC No.\ o59G 4: J;SC.C-td'ocl\\ i.tB, 
Address y.c.f>o~ :,ooto, 
1?:,o';s~ :tD '$D1DI 
Defendant-Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 'f()U:R'\\.\ 
SIP f D 201~ 
tJHAIIT'Qfil"fSFi '11 Aftlf:I Olorlc 
fityJAMJIJ MAmlN I 
fJiPUTV 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
.: 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~~_.."t"->f\'-'. ,____ _ 
Petitoner-Appel lant, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
12.it.>2 Lf 
Case No. t'f ·-~C-~01~ . ..t:flBa3;:-
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
, Petitioner-Appellant in the 
above entitled ma_tter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Suppo~ of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
I. Petitioner-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden R"h':D'f i ).Ai)"€·S 
ofthe :r;:scc f ~b o-C.,. 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Petitioner-
Appellant to properly pursue. Petitioner-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - I 
Revised: 10/17/05 
.., 
-----
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' / 
3. Petitioner-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
4. Other: :fG\...o, "n\,;ul\\~~c& '\~ i.c-.w C.O\:A&_ ~oCr~\~5q,\ wo('¥.. 
. DA TED this~ day of S -ef '"( , 20 ~-
Petitioner-Appel I ant 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of---=--A.,_.,,,b~i\-4--__ ) 
..... i~~-~~~+;~~='N:~·'O""'"-_\s--.....R ..... D=-~-'-~-=--'N_·. , __ , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
· and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the _r.--~£~S~. CJ~~~-----------
under the care, custody and control of Warden '.V-;.A.Ntl'f £,)_~)> t'Q 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. Tam unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
MOTION AND AFFrDA VTT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I 0/17/05 
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7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Petitioner-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Petitioner-Appellant is entitled to. 
DA TED This~ day of __ i_'t--':f~"\--'-------' 20 !!:!._. 
Petitioner-Appellant · 
r/1 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thisg day 
of &pfumbeJ',20J!1_ 
(SEAL) r JAMES G. QUINN 
'· NOTARY PUBLIC 
J~~ • Si'.~A~TE~O~F~IDA~H~O..,..,.,...I 
otary Public for Idaho 
Commission expires: 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: I 0/17:05 
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I " ~ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING ~-e, 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5 day of X ~e:p't , 20_.eJ_, I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison .mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Division · 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
--+ll-1-cfc--=-_0__,_-___ County Prosecuting Attorney 
Petitioner-Appellant 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: I 0/17/05 
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·-
•. 
StP 12 2014 
CH•:>1•···· ... 
"• :·.·. ,Jt·',··::Ft 0. Rl9.H, 
r.;· r•.,.~,•- 1"t...a. 
. , "" '·';•::: OATMAN . WIWJII 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
Case No. CV-PC-2014-12624 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Presently before the Court is Mr. Brown's Motion for Appointment of Counsel, filed 
on September 10, 2014. The purpose of the application is to assist the petitioner with his 
appeal of the Court's prior Order for Dismissal and corresponding Final Judgment dismissing 
his petition. 
An indigent defendant has a right to counsel at every stage of the criminal proceeding, 
: ' I 
- ... •. 
including any appeal, and also including any post-conviction proceeding satisfying the 
requirements of section 19-852(2), Idaho Code. Moreover, the court may appoint counsel at 
public expense where a defendant is unable to afford one. LC. §19-852(2), LC. §19-851(4). The 
. . 
' 
petitioner is incarcerated, and the Court finds him to be indigent. The Court further finds that 
Mr. Brown's undertaking is not obviously frivolous and that he otherwise qualifies for 
representation at public expense. Accordingly, his motion for appointment of appellate counsel 
is hereby GRANTED. The State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
J Order Appointing State Appellate PubHc Defender I 
000082
petitioner in his appeal. 
,/,, 
SO ORDERED AND DATED this / J day of September, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF.~~G 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of September, 
I mailed(served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
RAYLAND BROWN 
IDOC # 105964 
ISCC C-;POD 114B 
PO BOX 70010 
BOISE, ID 83707 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
FAX: 334-2985 
By 
Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender 2 
-
2014, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42511 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State ofldaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 10th day of October, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
,,, ....... ,, 
..ttt' L\'tH 1u;•,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. R.1L~~~'\ ••••••• ~G/',, 
Clerk of the District <,;""r-1G>J •• •• •••• -1'< \ 
"' --ey-•. E S • -W :: £... .. of -rH TAr1:·· d ,: :u: :-v;: ~ :-a: B - .~y O • ._ -
- •():: Deputy Clerk •• • "':i ~ 
-=-~·· •·4-~ 
,,,, ········ ~~ .. . , .,"v \) ~ ..  
:.,,,, FOR ADt-. c; ,..,,, 
,,,,,, ...... ,,, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42511 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: lJl,; I" l O Z0\4-________ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
,,, ........ ,, 
,,,,,~ WD1Cl 11' 1,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D. DT~f:r '¢,,'\. ......... 1-l .o ,, .. 
.l~~ •• •• ~ -:. 
Clerk of the District Q.~i,©' .• ~ c:,1~TE \ ~ ,;. 
: o: <(,,~ ~ e: 
:u: 0~ G.. •n: 
- • Q'> • ""':3 • 
':£-<• .. Q : : 
By ~· 1~~\\ l t: S 
-=----=-~ .. ~----.-.;._ • ~ ~ 
Deputy Clerk --~ '<J).; •.. • •• • c.,r:::, ., .. 
r# <(l •••••• "' , .. 
,,,,, IN AND fOV.. ~~ ,,,,, 
,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
RAYLAND BROWN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Supreme Court Case No. 42511 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
10th day of September, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
'
,, ........ . ,, •,, 
,,,, bi'iH lUD1i ,,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D RI,-,,nt"i\ ........ OL., ',, 
. '-;:'1-::v •• •• . "< , 
Clerk of the District Csfufr .... \-\'E s TA/••. o \ 
: f.... • 01( 1 S ~ 'tr, ,: 
:u: ·~= 
...... • - OF - 0 :=ti • 
-~· :-= 
By ~~JDAHO .. D s 
- • • '7 .. 
Deputy Clerk ••• • ~ .. ~ 
,, 'tt, ••••••• ~~ ....... 
,, 1~ e,C) ' 
,.,, O FOR AD~ ,,.,, ,, ,, 
............ 
